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P~E~TRI.~IVERSION/INTERVEN~ION: .L\N ,EVALUATION REPORT 

THE SUBJECT: 

This report is an evaluation of six pre-trial diversion projects funded 

by the Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control (Crime Co~mission). 

The funding of pre-trial diversion projec.ts began i,n 1972 and was completed 

in 1976. Although the Crime Commission funded several other diversion-type 

projects, these are the only six which focus on service to an a.dult clien-

te1e. The six projects are: 

1) Diversion and Rehabilitation (D&R) , Beltrami County; 
2) Operation DeNovo (DeNo';o)7'I{ertnepin Gounty; 
3) :ci~secuti.onlDi.v~..sion Project (Lyon) s Lyon 

County; 
4) Off-ConI Otter Tail County; 
5) ~o:n)Ji~rsion (,Reg,iop),J HcJ..eod, }:iee-ker; RenviJ.l e, Red~ 

\\food Counties; 
6) Project Remands Ramsey County. I d _ 

Before proceeding with the evaluation, we must be quite clear in our 

understanding of the projects. These projects all attempt to divert people 

from the traditional C01.irt processes b.e~ore trial, and they intervene in a 

defendant's life by providing treatment. The treatment strategies of the 

projects differ, but each serves client needs with the intent of reducing 

reinvolvement with the criminal justice system. Thus, these ?rojects are 

appropriately labelled as intervention programs. 

In Figure 1, the distinctions, based on the factors of control and 

service delivery, between pure diversion, formal diversion and intervention 

are presented. Pure pre-trial diversion and formal pre-trial diversion have 

no service delivery. Pre-trial intervention, however, offers significant 

service delivery. Intervention and formal diversion maintain criminal justice 
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system control, but pure diversi.on does not:. 
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OBJECTIVES: 

FIGURE 1 
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The purpose of this report is to provide (l) the Crime Connnission, 

(2) project planners and (3) project administrators Hith decision-ruaking 

information conc:erning pre-trial diversion/intervention projects. The 

report includes (1) a description of the pre-trial diversion/intervention 

processes in these six projects, (2) an analysis of the costs of the projects 

and (3) an assessment of the success of the projects in reaching their stated 

goals. 

The motivation for this evaluation is the desi.re to resolve questions 

surrounding the concept of pre-trial diversion/intervention and the perfor.m-

Bnce of pre-trial diversion/intervention projects. Such pl:ojects tvere be-

gun in Minnesota, as well as :l.n other loca.tions " with minimal understanding 

of the cost or effects of pre-trial diversion/intervention other than it 

seemed to offer an alternative to traditional court processing. Since origi-

nal funding, however, questions. have arisen regarding the cost, effect and 

legal status of pre-trial diversion/intervention. Funding agencies require 

knowledge of the nature of projects, what projects have accomplished and hm .. 
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much projects cost. This report is, in part, an attempt by the Governor's 

Crime Conunission to provide the information. necessary to anst'Jcr these 

questions. 

Although this report does 110t involve a methodology specifically 

designed to analyze program strategy, the findings contained herein do 

illuminate the problem areas of pre-trial diversion/interventicn which 

must be addressed by pre-trial diversion/intervention practitioners and 

should prove useful to project administrators and staff in the performance 

of their tasks and in the planning of future projects. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS: 

The majority of the analysis was directed at the professed goals of 

the projects. It was appropriate to approach the questions of what \vas 

accomplished primarily from the viewpoint of what was attempted. Some 

additional issues, 'tvhich had an impact upon what was accomplished, vlere 

also addressed in the report. 

The general goals of the projects are: 

1. To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the system 

a. by conserving official criminal justice resources through 
a reduction in prosecutor, court and probation caseloads 
and by lowering system costs of dealin:?; \vith offenders, and 

be by providing an alternative which has the rehabilitative 
potential to increase employmel~t and to thereby reduce 
recidivism. 

2. To enable the offender to avoid the stigma of conviction 
so that chances of becoming a productive member of society 
are increased. 

Based on these goals, research questions were developed ,"hich could be 

categorized into two groups. The first group of research questions dealt 
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\vith the effects of the projects upon clients) while the second g1.:"OUp dealt 

with the eHects of the projects upon the system. Questions regarding 

clients were: 

1. Do the projects, through treatment, reduce the needs of 
clients? 

2. Are the social and economic problem solving abilities of 
clients increased during project treatment? 

3. Are unemployment and underemployment of clients redtlced 
during projecc treatment? . 

4. Is reinvolvement ~vith the criminal justice system reduc.ed 
for those who complete project treatment? 

5. Do clients of the projects avoid the stigma of guilt by 
having criminal charges dropped or dismissed? 

Research questions dealing with system goals ';'leref 

L How many cliQnts did the proj ects remove from traditional 
court PLocc8sing? 

2. Do the projects lmver criminal court caseloads? 

3. viliat is the cost for each client served? 

4. Hhat is the cost to successfully divert an individual [rom 
traditional court processing? 

Additional issues were felt to have an impact on ~vhat \ITas accomplished 

by the projects and were therefore analyzed. These were felt to be the 

process of diversion, the effort of the project~and the legal status of the 

proj ects. The basic research questions dealing \~ith process were: 

l. How are clients referred to projects? 

2. Who makes the decision to divert an individual? 

3. Are the needs of clients identified by the projects? 
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Questions dealing with effort were: 

1. ~·nlat vlere the counselor case10ads? 

2. Arc the needs of clients served? 

3. Hho provides services for the clients? 

There were t~vo major legal questions: 

1. Is the selection of c1ientb equitable? 

2. Is participation in diversion/intervention projects 
voluntary? 

DATA AND MEASURES: 

Data were collected on all clients from each of the six projects for 

the period of Commission fundinSg with the exception of DeNovo from which 

data were not gathered during its first year of Commission funding (1972-3), 

The data were collected at participant intake., at termination and at four 

time intHrvals after termination. The fo1101:v-up intervals we~e at: six} t~-!e1 ve, 

twenty~[our and thirty-six months after te:r.mination. Because of the recent 

inception of the projects, data sufficient for analysis have n0t been c01-

1ected for the last two follmv-up periods. These data are composed of vari .. 

ab1es that can be divided into three categories: (1) demographic, (2) socio-

economic and (3) criminal history and/or activity. 

The sLaffs of the projects collected data using data forms provided by 

the Crim€. Commission. Addit.iona1 data were collected by the staff of the 

Crime Corrrrnission's Evaluation Unit from the. Bureau of Criminal Apprehension 

(BCA) and project financial reports. Data from the BCA were collected for 

convictions while project financial reports ~.,ere used in the development of 

cost data. Also, grants applications and personal and telephone interviews 

were used to develop information on project goals, organization, processes 
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and target populations. 

The statistics used in this report are relatively uncomplicated fre" 

quency distributions and averages. Several measures of cost are offered 

to assess project success in reaching system goals. These are (1) expcndi-

tures divided by number of clients and (2) expenditures divided by favorably 

terminated clients. Some cross tabulations incorporating the chi square 

statistic are employed to assess project effectiveness. The measure for 

reinvolvement was the pe~centage of the group analy.~ed that had been convicted 

of a misdemeanor or felony during each of three periods: during treatment, 

the first six months after treatment and the second six months after treat-

mente 

FINDINGS: 

A. Process 

1. Referrals: 

a) In comparison to the composite figures of nine Department of 
Labor pilot projects, the six Minnesota projects, considered 
together, utilize the cou:r.ts much less extensively as a referral 
source, a finding which indicates that diversion i'1 Minnesota, 
relative to projects elsmvherej is to a greater extent handled 
outside the purview of the court. 

b) Each project relies upon one source for a large share of its 
referrals. DeNovo and Regionare least dependent on one source. 

85% of Lyon's participants ~vere referred by the prosecutor; 

82% of Off-Con's participants ~'Jere referred by defense attorney; 

81% of Remand's participants were referred by project staff; 

58% of Region's participants were referred by the prosecutor, 
12% of Region's participants were referred by the defense 
attorney and 12% of Region's participants were referred by 
the police or sheriff; 
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56% of DeNovo's participants were referred by defense attorney 
and 20% of DeNovo's participants vlere referr(~d by project staff. 

2. Decisions to Divert: 

a) DeNovo is the only project that exhibits a high level of in
volvement in divc.rsion approvals by the three officials, judge 
(9.3% of DeNovo I s diversions "lere approved by a judge), pro.se~ 
cutor (87%) and defense counsel (84%). The judge's approval 
is limited to m.;rely providing the mechanism, a continuance, 
for diversion. 

b) )\fost decisions for Remand diversions were made jointly by the 
jud6e (96%) and the prosecutor (96%). 

c) Region and Off-Con diversions were approved jointly by the prose
cutor and deranse counsel: Region prosecutor 88'/0, defense counsel 
88%; Off-Con prosecutor 100%, defense counsel 93%. 

d) Lyon had ouly one significant official approving diversions. 
While the prosecutor approved 86% of diversion decisions, a 
judge approved only 1% and defense counsel 0.5%. 

e) D&R is an except~.on because a large number of its cases come 
from other correctional programs and not from the diversion 
process. 

3. The typical diversion participant in each project is a t.,hite male 
beb"een the ag.!s of 18 and 21. 

4. Needs of clients: 

a) l·l:i.th the exc::ption of Lyon, the average number of needs per 
client identified at intake is similar across pl'ojects~ 

D&R, 2.9; 
DeNovo, 2.8; 
Region, 2.6; 
Remand, 2.2; 
Off-Con, 1. 8; 
Lyon, 0.7. 

b) iVith the exception of Lyon, of the total number of identified 
needs (maximum of five per participant), employment ~vas the 
need type most often identified in each project. In D&R, 75% 
of identified needs were employment related; in DeNovo, 58%; 
in Off-Con, 49%; in Region, 50'/0; in Remand, 66%; in Lyon, only 
15%. Medical treatment represented a significant need type for 
Lyon (28'/0 of needs), Region (20%), and Off-Con (17%). Restitu
tion was Significant for Lyon (34'/0)' Education needs were sig
nificant for Remand (12%). 
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B. Effectiveness 

L All the clients, except t,vo cases (out of 361) from the DeNovo 
'project, vlho '.vere favorably terminated from the six Minnesota 
projects had the criminal charges for tvhich they diverted dis ... 
missed or dropped. 

2. '1'he projects demonstrated that they eQuld decrease the number of 
needs of favorably terminated clienLs. There ,vas an across..,projects 
avurage of 5.J% needs reduction for favorably terminated clients be
tween intake and termi.n"tion. 

a) DeNovo and RJ1Uand ,v(~re most successful with 71% and 76% needs 
reduction, respectively. 

b) Lyon and Off~Con WEre least successful with 33% and 36% needs 
reduction, respertively. 

3. DeNovo, Off··Con and Re.mand expressed the goal of improving the social 
and economic problem .... solvin.::; ability of their clients. 

a) Only Remand demonstrated an increase in aeademic and vocational 
school attendance. For thOSE! clie11ts favorably terminated, there 
was an increase in school attendance of from 11.5% at intake to 
61.5% at termination. 

b) The occupational skill level of favorably terminated clients from 
the D&R; DeNovo and Remand project.s increa.sed between intake and 
teJ:mination. Since there was a Significant. relationship between 
favorable Lermination and occupational skill level; it is believed 
that these. three projects have a positive effect ou a client's 
occupational skill level. 

1+. D&R, DeNovo and ReUland had the goal of r<lducin~~ unemployment and 
underemployment. In analyzing those. cl ients ~vho expressed employ
ment as a personal goal, it was fcund that there was an increase in 
employment among those favorably term,inated from these three-! proj ects. 
Furthermore, there \vas a significant relationship between favorable 
termination and employment when those clients w'ho ~"ere unfavorably 
terminated 'tvBre used as the comparison group. 

5. The analysis of reinvolvement with the criminal justice system in
volved only the DeNovo and Remand projects. ~.)'ith convictions as the 
measure of reinvolvement, there 'tvas no noticeable effect of success
ful project participation on reinvol~em~nt with the criminal justice 
system for specific time periods after the diversion period. 

C. Efficiency 

1. When a size factor was included in the analysis, it ,vas found that 
funding was similar for four Hinnesota projects (approximately $1,600 
per professional staff a luonth), the exceptions being D&R and OffwCon 
(approximately $3,600 per professional staff a month). 
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a) The extra expense of D&R was for testing for diagnostic purposes. 

b) The extra expense of OffwCon was for allocating money to county 
offices. 

Neither D&R nor Off-Con is still operating. 

2. All of the projects, except DeNovo, suff ered a delay in becoming 
operational beyond t.he exp~cted start~up date. Off"Con and Remand 
had the longest delays. After funding, Off~Con hired a consultant 
to plan operation of the project. Remand had major implementation 
problems as the director ,vas hired in November, 1973 and all the 
counselors were hired by March, 1974; yet, the first diversion did 
not occur until Hay, 1974. 

3. The cost per client of the six Minnesota projects varied greatly in 
a range of $126 to $1798. Lyon and Off-Con were the t,v-o extremes with 
Lyon being the least expensive and Off~Con being the most expensive. 
The other four projects exhibited a narro,., range bet.ween $445 to $987. 
The average of the cost per client of the six Minnesota projects 
($732) was less than the average for a group of national projects 
($854) but the national projects were ~ocated .in areas with higher 

factor costs. 

4. The DeNovo, Rema':1d and Region project.s rad the goal of reducing the: 
cost t.o the criminal justice system of deaJ ing with offenders. '1'he 
figure cho.s(~n to compa.re with traditional costs is the>. cost per 
favorably terminat.ed client. The cost per favorable termination 
of the three projects was: 

a) DeNovo, $762; 
b) Remand, $612; 
c) Region, $1316. 

Because of the lack of infol:reatio'1 on traditional court costs, no 
determination could be made as to whether these projects reduced 
system costs. Hmvever, DeNovo and Remand do not have the goal of 
reducing court case1oads, and this would appear to conflict with 
the goal of reducing sYfltem costs. 

5. There ,vus no indication that the four Hirmesota projects which 
expressed the goal of reducing court case10ads (Lyon, Region, Off
Con and D&R) actually reduced court. cas~load. 

D. Effort 

1. Project case10ads increased in the second funding period for all 
projects, an indication that caseloads do not reach maximum levels 
during the first year ·of a project's operation. 

2. Counselor case10ads: 

a) The proj ects were not ab:e in the t,.,o<year period examined to 
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reach desirable counselor caseloads" where desirable is defined 
to be the range of 30 to 50 cases per counselor. 

b) DeNovo, Off-Con, Region and Remand had lmver caseloads than those 
of all but one of the national projects used for comparison. 

3. Needs Served: 

s.) Four proj ects j the exceptions being DeNovo and Remand, had a 
largE! number of clients with no needs identified. Off ... Con had 
no identified needs for 47% or~its participants. Lyon had no 
identified needs for 42% of its participants; Lyon had no iden
tified needs or restitution as the primary need for 63% of its 
participants.--

b) None I)f the projects served all needs that were identfied at in ... 
tak.e. Specifically, an average across proj ects of only sn:, of 
intake needs were served. DeNovo served only 33% of intake needs 
and Off-Con served only 41%. Lyon served 79% of in~ake needs(but 
identified only 0.7 needs per client at intake), 

4. Service Provision: 

a) A large proportion of nervices provided were by project staff. 
An across project average of 65% of services provided were by 
project staff, a statistic which may indicate Significant dupli
cation of already existing community servi.ces. 

Duplication of existing community service provision may be a more 
seriouEl problem for Remand and DeI-~ovo in that the metropolitan 
area offers a la::.ger number of cOlTUllunity service options. Hore
over, DeNovo staff provided 73~~ of services for its parLicipants 
and Rei"!K1Ud provided 69%. 

b) A large proportion, 48%, of all participants in all projects were 
never rE.!ferred to cOlTUllunity aucmcies [or service proviaion. With
in a gi'ven project this figure varied little, from L~3% in Rcrr.and 
to 53/'0 in DeNovo. 

5. Maintaining a person in a diversion project for longer than one year 
is a violat.ion of Commission policy, yet three projects had a siglli£i~ 
cant percentage of clients still active in the programs after one year: 
D&R$ 12%; 1..yon, 15%; and Off-Con, 18%. 

6. Favorable termination rates vary considerably across projects: 

D&R, 41';1.; 
DeNovo, 62%; 
Lyon, 91%; 
Off .. Con, 78%; 
Region 1 7 S'}'o; 
Remand, 81%. 
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E. Legal Issues 

1. The referral systems of s~v~ral of th~ projects were 5ne.quitable 
because they did not identify all eligible individuals. 

2. Under certain conditions there is a danger that participation may 
not: be voluntary because the defendant may lack infonnation. 

a) There has been no requirement made by the Crime Comm.ission or 
the proj ects that formal charges be filed by the prosl~cutor be
fore an individual can be diverted. 

1) In gener.al, Remand and DeNovo Pl."oj ects do not a(;cept a partici
pant until after charges arc filed. 

2) It is less clear when and if charges are filed against particl.
pants of the other four projects. 

b) There is no requirement that the court have a findiu£ of probable 
cause before an individual can be diverted. 

c) The client in many cases is not represented by defense counsel. 

d) It is probable that some people who would not have been convicted 
have been diverted, since 44% of the unfavorably terminated c1:.3nts 
in DeNovo and 27"l0 in Remand tvere not found guilty of the charges 
for which they were diverted. 

IHPLICATIONS ~ 

Thi.s evaluation effort has implicati.ons for several separate groups; 

but the implications for just ttvO groups will be emphasized. The ttvO groups 

are (1) people administering pre-trial intervention projects and (2) people 

invol ved w:i.th criminal justice evaluation. Although some implications may 

overlap, the two will be discussed separately. 

(1) The e·.1aluation has produced findings which can prove useful to those 

working on pre-trial intervention projects as implementers and administrators. 

First, there is the necessity of insuring truly voluntary participation in 

the intervention project on the part of the cll~nt. Other than protecting 

the rights of clients, a main reason ~.".ould be to avoid thei.1nnecessary addition 

of people to the criminal justice system. It can be assumed that £e~v people 
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will volunteer to participate in a pre-ttial intervention project if they 

realbe they are not £;oin3 to be prosecuted in the first place. The danger 

of involuntary participation and concomitantly the addition of people to the 

criminal justice system occurs W'hen clients do not hG\Ve complC'Le information 

and the prosecutor incorporates pre-trial intervention as an alternative 

into his case-screening process. 

Another implication from the study is that projects should carefully 

specify who their clientele is goin~~ to be and develop a particular program 

for that cliont.::le. Projects ~vh:i.ch follow such a pattern have greater suc-

cess at reaching intermediate objectives than general projects with general 

counsellinz programs. An inventory of types of crimes and the situation of 

individuals whu commit these crimes should be done before implementing a new 

proj!3ct or \·]hen makin,s alterations in an exisLin.:. project. This \vill aid in 

identifyin2, what' people ca.n be best· served by pre-trial intervention and 

whether there is a large enough number of them to warrant a pre-trial inter

vention p~oject (or perhaps whether diversion would suffice). The project 

can then be directed to serve the needs of those clients who would benefit: 

IllOS t and whose dblel:sion roost helps alleviate congestion in the criminal 

justice system. 

1! roj Gcts should stress referral to social service agencies, rather. than 

becoming counsellin.::.; centers in their mvn right', Even in their areas of 

primary expertise, such as employment, they should refer clients to existin,; 

agencies and develop their program around what js already available in the 

cOlTuuunity. This ~vould tend to lmver the costs of the projects, ~"hile tea<;h.i.ng 

clients ~vhere help is available in the community and puttinJ clients in touch 
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I It is also important that projects have specific criteria for selecting 

I 
a client. Data should be collected 011 why each person that ~vas considered 

was accepted or rejected; Le., if rejected, what cr:!.f:eria they did not meet. 

I Such a practice would tend to make pre~trial intervention less arbitrary and 

the effects of the projects on the system would be more open to analysis. 

I 
(2) The experiences derived from this evaluation effort have produced 

I implications for people working in criminal justice evaluation. First, due 

I 
to the mobility of evaluators f it is impol:tant that several chief authors 

work on an evaluation at the same time. This evaluation passed through 

" 

I several hands before it reached jts final resting place l and I thjnk it is 

fair t6 say that it lost something at each transition. 

I A related point is that the original evaluation design should be up-

I dated as often as changes are made in it. This will add to the understanding 

of the evaluation process and make transitions between evaluators easier. 

I Often, as in the case of this evaluation, there is an original design and 

I 
a final report which does not reflect that design. One is not sure of what 

happened bett.,een the two and for what reasons changes occurred. In this 

I situation not only may confusion result but doubt about the reasons tv-by 

changes took place may arise. This skepticism may seriously damage the 

I usefulness of an evaluation. 

'I Another implication from this study is that "incentive analysis" rnay 

I 
be very helpful in formative; process and summative evaluation. Incentive 

analysis allows one to predict how a rational actor will respond in a 
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specified situation gi· ... en his position and goals. This would be particu-

larly helpful in formative evaluation when a project is just developing . 

Problems that could crop up later may be avoided by a better ullderstainding 

of hm4 actors will view and use a project. 

Finally, a major problem Itlith doing evaluation in the court sub-system 

is a lack of data. In particular, cost data on the courts is almost non-

existent. This evaluation r.::ffort) as well as others, has been hampered by 

the data problem in courts; in fact, much resear.ch has been prevented due 

to thiD problem. Therefore, research funding agencies should put money 

into developing cost and other types of data in the courts sub-system. Per

haps this could be incorporated in the development of courts information 

systems. 
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